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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2008028529A1] Method for carrying out modular multiplication RN[ab] of integer numbers for a modulus N and modular multiplication
RN(X)[a(x)b(x)] of polynomials for a modulus polynomial N = N(x), where the integer numbers a < N, b < N, and N are presented for a radix p,
whereas the polynomials a = a(x) with degrees(a(x)) < degrees(N(x)), b = b(x) with degrees(b(x)) < degrees(N(x)) and N(x) are presented for powers
of the free variable x and with coefficients of an integer remainder class ring ZM, comprising the following steps: - calculating a complemented
product continued fraction c = (ab+jN)/t by means of complementation of individual numerators for a product fraction (ab)/t represented as a
continued fraction, where, in the first case of the calculation with integer numbers, c and j are likewise integer numbers and t = p?, whereas, in the
second case of the calculation with polynominals, c = c(x) and j = j(x) are likewise polynomials with coefficients of ZM and t = t(x) =x?, and where in
both cases K is an integer number greater than or equal to the length ?p(a) of the operand a broken down in the continued fraction - calculating a
second complemented product continued fraction r = (cd+kN)/t from the previously calculated modular remainder d = RN[t2] and the result c from
the calculation performed in the aforementioned step, where in the first case r, k and d are integer numbers and in the second case r = r(x) = RN(x)
[a(x)b(x)], k = k(x) and d = d(x) are polynomials with coefficients of ZM.
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